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The Impact of Caffeine and Coffee on
Human Health
A dangerous world of sex, lust and violence… All
Noelle Cunningham has ever wanted is a life
beyond–beyond the walls of Eden, where only the
righteous are allowed to remain, and beyond her
stiflingly restrictive existence as a councilman’s
daughter. But only ruins lie outside the City, remnants
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of a society destroyed by solar storms decades
earlier. The sectors surrounding Eden house the
corrupt, the criminal–men like Jasper McCray,
bootlegger and cage fighter. Jas clawed his way up
from nothing to stand at the right hand of Sector
Four’s ruthless leader, and he’ll defend the O’Kane
gang with his life. But no fight ever prepared him for
the exiled City girl who falls at his feet. Her innocence
is undeniable, but so is their intense sexual attraction,
and soon they’re crossing every boundary Noelle
barely knew she had. But if she wants to belong to
Jas, first she’ll have to open herself to a world where
passion is power, and freedom is found in submission.

Getting Started in Transmedia
Storytelling
The final three books in the bestselling, awardwinning BEYOND series! BEYOND RUIN Adrian Maddox
fled his royal life—and tragic past—in Sector One,
choosing instead to join up with the O’Kanes. For
years, he’s lived by one rule: love fast, love hard, and
always be willing to walk away. He’s managed to
guard his heart, keep it whole and untouched—until
now. They couldn’t be more different—Dylan, the
brilliant, burned-out doctor from Eden who drowns his
pain with drugs and self-destruction. Scarlet, the
sensuous, sexy rocker from Three, a woman unafraid
to embrace the world. And Jade, the whore turned spy
from Sector Two, who battled addiction and came out
stronger than anyone he’s ever met. Separately, they
make Mad long to open his heart, to tumble head-first
into a sea of possibilities and wild love. Together, they
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make him burn, inside and out, with lust and
unbearable, unimaginable pleasure. Then one fateful
moment shakes their world to its foundations—and
leaves the sectors on the verge of all-out war with
Eden. It’s the biggest fight the O’Kanes have ever
faced, and Mad and his lovers are at the dead center
of it. They could end up with everything they never
knew they wanted—or lose it all. Including their lives.
BEYOND ECSTASY The O’Kanes have a reputation for
working hard and playing harder—except for Hawk.
He joined the gang with one goal: to ensure his
family’s survival through the impending war with
Eden. It’s been years since he had the luxury of
wanting anything for himself. Now, he wants Jeni.
From the first moment he saw her, he’s been
obsessed with making her his. Not for a
night—forever. Jeni’s been lusting after the former
smuggler for months, but he keeps shutting her down.
She’s almost given up on getting him in her bed when
he offers her the last thing she ever expected—a
collar. Accepting it means belonging to him, body and
soul. It’s a reckless gamble, but Jeni can’t resist the
chance to slip under Hawk’s armor. The only thing
more shocking than the dark, dangerous pleasure
they discover is how right it feels. But falling in love is
even more reckless when forever is far from
guaranteed. Because they aren’t just at war, they’re
out of time—and every breath could be their last.
BEYOND SURRENDER For years, Nessa has been
focused on work. She keeps the whiskey—and the
money—flowing, and life is sweet. Sure, she’s tired of
being everyone’s baby sister, and she longs for a man
who can stand up to her overprotective O’Kane
brothers. But she never thought she’d meet him in
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the middle of a war. War is all Ryder knows. He was
raised with one goal: to ensure the sectors’ successful
rebellion against Eden. His father and his mentor both
died for freedom, and nothing will stop him from
securing their legacies with victory. He doesn’t have
time for distractions—especially beautiful, impulsive
ones like Nessa. Opposites don’t just attract, they
combust. Together, Nessa and Ryder have a chance
for something more than the lives they’ve always
known. But this is war—deadly, bloody war—and the
only way to happily-ever-after is straight through
Eden.

Beyond Series Bundle (Volume Three)
Graduate student Vivienne Charles is afraid and
ashamed of her own fantasies: being taken by force
by a man who will claim her completely. When the
mysterious Jonah Marks learns her secret, he makes a
stunning offer: they will remain near-strangers and
meet in secret so that he can fulfil her fantasies. Their
arrangement is twisted. The sex is incredible. And
soon their emotions are bound together as tightly as
the rope around Vivienne's wrists. But the secrets in
their pasts threaten to take their arrangement down
an even darker path.

Deal with the Devil
This bundle contains Book #4, Book #5 and Book #6
in the bestselling, award-winning BEYOND series.
Beyond Jealousy - Beyond, Book Four When Rachel
Riley sacrificed a life in Eden to protect the O’Kanes,
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she earned her place in the powerful Sector Four
gang. But the former crime princess is tired of being
everyone’s sweet little sister . It's time for her to
embrace her fantasies as only an O'Kane can--with a
delicious exiled soldier and the gang’s wickedly sinful
tattoo artist. Lorenzo Cruz is a warrior, taught by his
commanding officers in Eden that involvement equals
distraction. Emotion is a liability, and desire a sin. No
battle strategy prepared him for how Rachel makes
his heart raceor the way his rival for her affections
sets his blood on fire. Ace Santana has a dirty
reputation and a mind to match, especially where his
new lovers are concerned. He's eager to help Cruz
embrace his dominant side, and to explore the lines
between pleasure and pain with Rachel. But
corrupting them quickly becomes an obsession. Three
hearts on the line means a hundred ways their
ménage a trois could go wrong. One of them could be
the missing piece that makes them all wholeor a
temporary diversion destined for a broken heart.
Beyond Addiction - Beyond, Book Five Trix changed
her name and her life when she got clean four years
ago. As an O'Kane, she's happy, untouchable. Until a
nightmare from her old life tears her away from her
home and drags her back to Hell--also known as
Sector Five. Losing Trix was the kick in the head Finn
needed to get sober, but working as an enforcer for a
man he hates is crushing his soul. The only thing
keeping him going is his determination to destroy
Sector Five from the inside. Then Trix comes back into
his life--alive, in danger--and nothing else matters.
Getting her home could be a suicide mission. The only
thing deadlier is the old spark that flares to life
between them. Soon, Finn and Trix are battling the
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one addiction neither of them ever managed to
kick--each other. And it could cost them everything.
Beyond Innocence - Beyond, Book Six For years, Jared
has existed on the fringes of both Eden society and
Dallas O’Kane's Sector Four gang. He travels between
these worlds, protected by his money and
power–money he earned selling his body, and power
that comes from knowing secrets. He’s
untouchable--until he starts a new life gathering
intelligence for the O'Kanes. Lili Fleming walked out of
Sector Five with a gun, the bloodstained clothes on
her back, and an icy determination to survive. She
finds herself in a world where people live hard and
love harder, and nothing's more terrifying than how
much the O’Kanes wake her up, make her
feel--especially Jared. Emotion is a risk he can't afford,
and a complication she doesn't need. But neither can
resist the lust simmering between them, and the
sparks that could either melt the ice around both their
heartsor get them killed. Because the only thing more
dangerous than loving an O'Kane is loving a spy.

The Bear's Fated Mate
Cognitive Enhancement: Pharmacologic,
Environmental and Genetic Factors addresses the gap
that exists in research on the topic, gathering
multidisciplinary knowledge and tools that help the
reader understand the basics of cognitive
enhancement. It also provides assistance in designing
procedures and pharmacological approaches to
further the use of novel cognitive enhancers, a field
that offers potential benefit to a variety of
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populations, including those with neurologic and
psychiatric disorders, mild aging-related cognitive
impairment, and those who want to improve
intellectual performance. The text builds on our
knowledge of the molecular/cellular basis of cognitive
function, offering the technological developments that
may soon enhance cognition. Separate sections cover
enhancement drugs, environmental conditions, and
genetic factors in terms of both human and animal
studies, including both healthy/young and
aging/diseased individuals. Provides a
multidisciplinary knowledge, enabling a further
understanding of cognitive enhancement Offers
coverage of the pharmacologic, environmental, and
genetic factors relevant to the topic Discusses
cognitive enhancement from the perspective of both
healthy and diseased or aging populations Topics are
discussed in terms of both human and animal studies

Beyond Possession
What is codependence, really? What creates
addiction? Why am I attracted to the same
codependent relationships over and over again? Why
can't I stay sober? Why do I keep hurting or getting
hurt by the people I love? How do my relationships
affect my addiction? These questions and many more
are answered in The Addict's Loop. The Addict's Loop
uncovers and describes a new model for
understanding codependent relationships and how
they can create and fuel addiction. It is also a
workbook with 9 steps toward recovery. There are
examples, tools, writing exercises and solutions that
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heal codependent relationships and counter condition
addiction patterns.

Beyond Temptation
Book 1 in the Hard Rock Harlots Series WARNING:
STRINGS is not suitable for slut shamers, uptight
stone throwers, Holier-Than-Thou prudes, humorless
virgins, persons with chronic neck or back pain, pearlclutching bitties, those who disparage crude humor or
vulgarity in their many forms, closed-minded people
with sticks up their asses, or anyone under the age of
18. The vile, base language and shocking, unholy
sexual acts contained herein are not condoned by
anyone with a lick of sense and should certainly not
be reproduced without proper training and protection.
The potty-mouthed and perpetually horny "heroine"
(the term is used loosely) of this book does not
resemble a normal, well-adjusted, or remotely
believable person in any way, shape, or form. The
author acknowledges that the characters in this book
are shallow and two-dimensional; the plot is both
ridiculous and insipid. She makes no apologies for any
of it. * Readers are strongly advised to wear latex
gloves whilst reading to minimize contamination risks.
Free-spirited musician Letty Dillinger adheres to a
strict, "no strings attached" policy when it comes to
men. After a wild night of unabashed sex in a fancy
hotel room, she never expects to see the adventurous
stud she dubs "Shades" again. When her all-girl rock
trio books a tour at the last minute as the opening act
for their archenemies, Letty's shocked to discover she
knows the competition's new lead singer. Intimately.
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Shades is no longer a one-night stand. Now he's the
guy she has to one-up on stage every night for the
sake of her career. Sharing close quarters on a bus
with her sexy nemesis and his bad-boy buddies puts
Letty's Golden Rule to the test. On this tour, guitar
strings aren't the only things being played. And when
heartstrings are pulled too hard, they're bound to
snap sooner or later.

Beyond Addiction
"This set of books represents a detailed compendium
of authoritative, research-based entries that define
the contemporary state of knowledge on
technology"--Provided by publisher.

The Addict's Loop
A former attorney of the Scott Peterson defense team
presents evidence uncovered in his investigation
which was excluded from the trial and which he
alleges would have changed the verdict returned by
the jury which put the defendent on death row.

Polaris Rising
Dumped by her boyfriend and demoted from WBBB's
prime-time spot, radio producer Allie McGuffey has
nowhere to go but up. She plans to make her
comeback by turning temporary DJ Charlie Tenniel
into a household name. And if he's willing to help cure
her breakup blues with a rebound fling, that's an
added bonus. Charlie just wants to kick back, play
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good tunes and eat Chinese food. He's not interested
in becoming famous. But he is interested in Allie. And
after all, what harm is a little chemistry between
friends? But suddenly their one-night stand has
become a four-week addiction. Night after night on
the airwaves, his voice seduces her…and all the other
women in town. He's a hit. It looks as if Charlie's
solved all Allie's problems…except one. What is she
going to do when he leaves?

Game of Stars (Kiranmala and the
Kingdom Beyond #2)
Fans of New Adult romances will love this story of two
wealthy college students who are using their own
addictions to escape their screwed up worlds, but end
up falling in love in the process.

Handbook of Recovery in Inpatient
Psychiatry
Tatiana Stone has worked hard to establish herself as
one of Sector Four's most skilled crafters. All she
wants is peace--but the sins of her father haunt her.
He ruled the sector as a petty tyrant before the
O'Kane takeover, and plenty of people harbor bitter
memories of his cruelty. Especially now that Tatiana’s
beloved baby sister has fallen in with a man who
wants to start a revolution. Zan failed his boss once,
and it won't happen again. So when Dallas O'Kane
asks him to defuse the rebellion brewing in the sector,
he’ll do whatever it takes to get the job
done--including seduce Tatiana. It’s the perfect
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opportunity to get closer to the pretty crafter and
complete his mission. But what he discovers is a fiery,
passionate woman--and an affair that could destroy
them both.

Integrating Responses at the
Intersection of Opioid Use Disorder and
Infectious Disease Epidemics
Hacker Noah Lennox lives in the shadows, fighting a
one-man war against the corrupt leader of Sector
Five. The only weak spot in his armor is his best
friend's sweet younger sister--the girl he swore to
save, even from himself. With her brother dead and a
target on their backs, getting her out of the
sector--and out of danger--meant giving her up for
good. Or so he thought. Emma Cibulski has made her
own home in Sector Four, as a full member of the
O'Kane gang and apprentice to their infamous tattoo
artist. When Noah--the first man she ever
loved--stumbles back into her life, it's her chance to
have it all. The spark between them burns hotter than
ever, and this time her fantasies are far from
innocent. But can they handle the heator will Noah's
dark secrets drive them apart forever?

Beyond Forever (O'Kane for Life, #2)
"Signet Eclipse contemporary romance"--Spine.

The Addiction Recovery Skills Workbook
"Jessie Mihalik is an author to watch.”--Ilona Andrews,
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#1 New York Times bestselling author To save her
brother and protect her family’s future, a powerful
princess must join forces with a dashing man from her
past in this thrilling space adventure, the second
novel in the Consortium Rebellion trilogy. As the
dutiful daughter of High House von Hasenberg, Bianca
set aside her personal feelings and agreed to a
political match arranged by her family, only to end up
trapped in a loveless, miserable marriage. When her
husband unexpectedly dies, Bianca vows never to
wed again. Newly independent, she secretly uses her
wealth and influence to save other women stuck in
dire circumstances. Information is power and Bianca
has a network of allies and spies that would be the
envy of the ’verse—if anyone knew about it. When her
family’s House is mysteriously attacked, Bianca’s
oldest brother, the heir to House von Hasenberg,
disappears. Fearful for her brother’s life, the
headstrong Bianca defies her father and leaves Earth
to save him. Ian Bishop, the director of House von
Hasenberg security—and Bianca’s first love—is
ordered to find and retrieve the rebellious woman. Ian
is the last man Bianca wants to see. To evade
capture, she leads him on a merry chase across the
universe. But when their paths finally collide, she
knows she must persuade him to help her. Bianca will
do anything to save her sibling, even if it means
spending time alone on a small ship with the
handsome, infuriating man who once broke her heart.
As the search takes them deep into rival House
Rockhurst territory, Bianca must decide if she can
trust Ian with the one piece of information that could
destroy her completely . . .
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Beyond Series Novella Bundle
She’s been looking for the perfect man. She found
two. When Rachel Riley sacrificed a life in Eden to
protect the O’Kanes, she earned her place in the
powerful Sector Four gang. But the former crime
princess is tired of being everyone’s sweet little sister
. It’s time for her to get wild, to embrace her fantasies
as only an O’Kane can—with a delicious exiled soldier
and the gang’s wickedly sinful tattoo artist. A saint
Lorenzo Cruz is a warrior, taught by his commanding
officers in Eden that involvement equals distraction.
Emotion is a liability, and desire a sin. In Sector Four,
he finds decadence, shameless sex—and his own dark
urges. No battle strategy prepared him for how
Rachel makes his heart race…or the way his rival for
her affections sets his blood on fire. and a sinner. Ace
Santana has a dirty reputation and a mind to match,
especially where his new lovers are concerned. He’s
eager to help Cruz embrace his dominant side, and to
explore the lines between pleasure and pain with
Rachel. But corrupting them quickly becomes an
obsession, a need he can’t deny—and a love he never
imagined. Three hearts on the line means a hundred
ways their ménage a trois could go wrong. After all,
even O’Kanes do forever two-by-two. One of them
could be the missing piece that makes them all
whole…or a temporary diversion destined for a
broken heart.

Beyond Surrender
The O’Kanes have a reputation for working hard and
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playing harder—except for Hawk. He joined the gang
with one goal: to ensure his family’s survival through
the impending war with Eden. It’s been years since he
had the luxury of wanting anything for himself. Now,
he wants Jeni. From the first moment he saw her, he’s
been obsessed with making her his. Not for a
night—forever. Jeni’s been lusting after the former
smuggler for months, but he keeps shutting her down.
She’s almost given up on getting him in her bed when
he offers her the last thing she ever expected—a
collar. Accepting it means belonging to him, body and
soul. It’s a reckless gamble, but Jeni can’t resist the
chance to slip under Hawk’s armor. The only thing
more shocking than the dark, dangerous pleasure
they discover is how right it feels. But falling in love is
even more reckless when forever is far from
guaranteed. Because they aren’t just at war, they’re
out of time—and every breath could be their last.

Strings
According to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), 115 Americans die each day from
an opioid overdose, which averages one death every
12.5 minutes. Between 1999 and 2016, the number of
drug overdoses catapulted by 300 percent, with
injection drug use increasing by 93 percent between
2004 and 2014 and opioid-related hospital admissions
increasing by 58 percent over the past decade. And
an inexorable sequela of the opioid epidemic is the
spread of infectious diseases. To address these
infectious disease consequences of the opioid crisis, a
public workshop titled Integrating Infectious Disease
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Considerations with Response to the Opioid Epidemic
was convened on March 12 and 13, 2018, by the
National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and
Medicine. Participants discussed strategies to prevent
and treat infections in people who inject drugs,
especially ways to work efficiently though the existing
public health and medical systems. This publication
summarizes the presentations and discussions from
the workshop.

Claimed
The explosive 7th book in the bestselling BEYOND
series. The sectors will never be the same Adrian
Maddox fled his royal life—and tragic past—in Sector
One, choosing instead to join up with the O’Kanes. For
years, he’s lived by one rule: love fast, love hard, and
always be willing to walk away. He’s managed to
guard his heart, keep it whole and untouched—until
now. They couldn’t be more different—Dylan, the
brilliant, burned-out doctor from Eden who drowns his
pain with drugs and self-destruction. Scarlet, the
sensuous, sexy rocker from Three, a woman unafraid
to embrace the world. And Jade, the whore turned spy
from Sector Two, who battled addiction and came out
stronger than anyone he’s ever met. Separately, they
make Mad long to open his heart, to tumble head-first
into a sea of possibilities and wild love. Together, they
make him burn, inside and out, with lust and
unbearable, unimaginable pleasure. Then one fateful
moment shakes their world to its foundations—and
leaves the sectors on the verge of all-out war with
Eden. It’s the biggest fight the O’Kanes have ever
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faced, and Mad and his lovers are at the dead center
of it. They could end up with everything they never
knew they wanted—or lose it all. Including their lives.

Drug Misuse
The purpose of this Special Issue is to provide a
thorough and up-to-date presentation of research
investigating the impact of coffee and/or caffeine
intake on various health outcomes. We welcome the
submission of original research articles and/or
systematic Reviews/meta-analyses focusing on
several aspects of coffee/caffeine intake in relation to
human health. Areas of interest include, but are not
limited to, the following topics: - Human clinical trials
of coffee or caffeine use in relation to disease or
intermediate phenotypes. - Epidemiological studies of
habitual coffee or caffeine intake in relation to human
health, among the general public, as well as, among
special populations (i.e., children, pregnant women,
diabetics, cancer patients, hypertensives, etc.) Mechanisms of action of nutrients and other bioactive
components of coffee/caffeine. - Studies integrating
genetic or physiological markers of coffee/caffeine
intake to investigations of coffee and health.

Aurora Blazing
Saving the multiverse is no game in this New York
Times bestseller!

Beyond Shame
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A searing Lords of the Underworld tale by New York
Times bestselling author Gena Showalter, featuring a
beastly prince and the wife he will wage war to keep
He is ice… Puck the Undefeated, host of the demon of
Indifference, cannot experience emotion without
punishment, so he allows himself to feel nothing. Until
her. According to ancient prophecy, she is the key to
avenging his past, saving his realm and ruling as king.
All he must do? Steal her from the man she
loves—and marry her. She is fire… Gillian Shaw has
suffered many tragedies in her too-short life, but
nothing could have prepared the fragile human for
her transition into immortality. To survive, she must
wed a horned monster who both intrigues and
frightens her…and become the warrior queen she was
born to be. Together they burn. As a rising sense of
possession and obsession overtake Puck, so does
insatiable lust. The more he learns about his clever,
resourceful wife, the more he craves her. And the
more time Gillian spends with her protective husband,
the more she aches for him. But the prophecy also
predicts an unhappily-ever-after. Can Puck defeat fate
itself to keep the woman who brought his deadened
heart back to life? Or will they succumb to destiny,
losing each other…and everything they’ve been
fighting for?

Charlie All Night
Interplanetary intrigue and romance combine in this
electrifying finale to the Consortium Rebellion series.
As the youngest member of her High House, Catarina
von Hasenberg is used to being underestimated, but
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her youth and flighty, bubbly personality mask a
clever mind and stubborn determination. Her
enemies, blind to her true strength, do not suspect
that Cat is a spy—which makes her the perfect
candidate to go undercover at a rival House’s summer
retreat to gather intelligence on their recent
treachery. Cat’s overprotective older sister reluctantly
agrees, but on one condition: Cat cannot go alone.
Alexander Sterling, a quiet, gorgeous bodyguard, will
accompany her, posing as her lover. After Cat tries,
and fails, to ditch Alex, she grudgingly agrees,
confident in her ability to manage him. After all, she’s
never found a person she can’t manipulate. But Alex
proves more difficult—and more desirable—than Cat
anticipated. When she’s attacked and nearly killed,
she and Alex are forced to work together to figure out
how deep the treason goes. With rumors of
widespread assaults on Serenity raging,
communications down, and the rest of her family
trapped off-planet, Catarina must persuade Alex to
return to Earth to expose the truth and finish this
deadly battle once and for all. But Cat can’t explain
why she’s the perfect person to infiltrate hostile
territory without revealing secrets she’d rather keep
buried. . . .

Beyond Jealousy
She’s fought like hell to leave the past behind. Trix
changed her name and her life when she got clean
four years ago. Now, she has a new family and a job
she loves—tending bar and dancing at the Broken
Circle. As an O’Kane, she’s happy, untouchable. Until
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a nightmare from her old life tears her away from her
home and drags her back to Hell—also known as
Sector Five. He’s still living—and dying—in it. Losing
Trix was the kick in the head Finn needed to get
sober, but working as an enforcer for a man he hates
is slowly crushing his soul. The only thing that keeps
him going is his determination to destroy Sector Five
from the inside. Then Trix comes back into his
life—alive, in danger—and nothing else matters.
Getting her home could be a suicide mission. The only
thing deadlier is the old spark that flares to life
between them. Soon, Finn and Trix are battling the
one addiction neither of them ever managed to
kick—each other. And it could cost them everything.

The 27 Club
Three stories of passion, possession, and ink.New
York Times and USA Today Bestselling author Lauren
Dane takes you into a brand new world in ALL THAT
REMAINS. Summer Killian falls fast and hard when
Charlie arrives in Paradise Village. But the heat turns
all the way up when she learns Charlie is also with
Hatch - the man she loved four years before. While
she's not sure she's cut out for a triad, neither man is
going to give her up.Take a ROCKY RIDE with New
York Times and USA Today Bestselling author Vivian
Arend as she leads you back to the Six Pack Ranch.
Anna Coleman might be the law around Rocky
Mountain House, but bad boy Mitch Thompson knows
that under the stiff RCMP uniform is a woman with a
passion for speed and pleasure that matches his own,
and he's not giving up until she's his.Kit Rocha returns
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to Sector Four in BEYOND TEMPTATION. A promise to
a dying friend backfires when Noah Lennox finds that
the girl he was supposed to rescue is all grown up-and
wearing O'Kane ink. He wants to protect her from the
secrets of their past, but she wants him. And an
O'Kane woman always gets what she wants.

Presumed Guilty
An Association for Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies
(ABCT) Self-Help Book Recommendation. Winner of
the 4Th International Beverly Hills Book Awards in the
category of Addiction & Recovery! Is your addiction
taking control of your life? This book provides an
integrative, seven-step program to help you finally
overcome drug and alcohol addiction, once and for all.
If you struggle with addiction, seeking treatment is a
powerful, positive first step toward eventual recovery.
But gaining an understanding of the causes of
addiction—such as feelings of helplessness or loss of
control—is also crucial for recovery. In this book,
addiction expert Suzette Glasner-Edwards offers
evidence-based techniques fusing cognitive
behavioral therapy (CBT), motivational interviewing,
and mindfulness-based relapse prevention to help you
move past your addictive behaviors. On the long road
to addiction recovery, you need as many tools as
possible to help you stay sober and reach your
destination. That’s why this is the first book to
combine research-proven motivational techniques,
CBT, and mindfulness-based strategies to help you
create your own unique recovery plan. The book can
be used on its own or as an adjunct to rehab or
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therapy. It also makes a wonderful resource for loved
ones and professionals treating addiction. If you're
ready to take that important first step toward
recovery, this book can help you beat your addiction
and get back to living a full, meaningful life.

Beyond Ecstasy
This is the second edition of Robert Pratten's
massively popular Getting Started in Transmedia
Storytelling. It's a practical guide to developing crossplatform and pervasive entertainment written by a
thought-leader and early practitioner. Whether you're
a seasoned pro or a complete newbie, this book is
filled with tips and insights gained from years of work
in multi-platform interactive storytelling.

Beyond Ruin
Sets out clear recommendations, based on the best
available evidence, for healthcare staff on how to
work with people who misuse drugs (specifically
opioids, stimulants and cannabis) to significantly
improve their treatment and care.

Encyclopedia of Information Science and
Technology
He’s going to pick someone perfectly wrong for
him—because fate isn’t in charge of his world! A
stand alone title in a brand-new shifter trilogy by New
York Times bestselling author Vivian Arend. As head
of security for the family company, polar bear shifter
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Alex Borealis has intel warning something big is about
to happen. His prime suspect? Tantalizing, infuriating
Lara Lazuli, youngest daughter of Borealis Gems’
main competitor. But when mating fever hits, he
decides she’s the perfect one to turn to. They’ve got
chemistry hot enough to melt the polar ice caps, but
he doesn’t trust her enough for a permanent
connection to form. Being with Alex is one step shy of
torture for Lara. As a wolf shifter, she scented the
truth the instant she met him months ago—he’s her
mate. But she’s not about to trap anyone into being
with her, especially not a man who thinks she’s up to
no good. Add in her own suspicions of wrong-doing in
her pack and Lara’s caught between heaven and hell.
But tangled sheets lead to real communication, and a
bond of friendship forms that neither expected. When
Lara asks for help, Alex finds himself living in the pack
house, scaring off random Alpha wolves and fighting
at her side. Because the mating fever knows a thing
or two about fate and forever. Keywords: Canadian
Author, paranormal, polar bear shifter, werewolf,
enemies to lovers, fated mates, match makers For
readers who enjoy Carrie Ann Ryan, Lauren Dane, Eve
Langlais, Jennifer Ashley, and Cynthia Eden.

Ivan
This bundle contains novellas #3.5, #4.5 and #5.5 in
the bestselling, award-winning BEYOND series.
Beyond Temptation - Novella #3.5: Hacker Noah
Lennox lives in the shadows, fighting a one-man war
against the corrupt leader of Sector Five. The only
weak spot in his armor is his best friend’s sweet
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younger sister--the girl he swore to save, even from
himself. With her brother dead and a target on their
backs, getting her out of the sector--and out of
danger--meant giving her up for good. Or so he
thought. Emma Cibulski has made her own home in
Sector Four, as a full member of the O’Kane gang and
apprentice to their infamous tattoo artist. When
Noah--the first man she ever loved--stumbles back
into her life, it’s her chance to have it all. The spark
between them burns hotter than ever, and this time
her fantasies are far from innocent. But can they
handle the heator will Noah’s dark secrets drive them
apart forever? Beyond Solitude - Novella #4.5: Mia
risked everything to walk away from a gilded cage in
Sector Two, but grasping at freedom was only her first
trial. With no protection in the sectors, every day is a
struggle to stay alive. Her best hope now is a job
working for the most dangerous gang in Sector
Four--the O’Kanes. When a motorcycle accident
leaves Derek Ford riding a desk at the O'Kane
compound, the last thing he needs is a sexy new
assistant upending his office and his life. Especially
someone like Mia, who greets his growls and
commands with smiles and a fierce independence.
The friction between them generates an undeniable
heat, and Mia's stubborn refusal to let life beat her
down stirs Ford's darkest protective instincts. He has
the power to take care of her, protect her not only
from discomfort but from threats of her pastbut first
he'd have to claim her. And Mia will never be kept
again. Beyond Possession - Novella #5.5: Tatiana
Stone has worked hard to establish herself as one of
Sector Four's most skilled crafters. All she wants is
peace--but the sins of her father haunt her. He ruled
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the sector as a petty tyrant before the O'Kane
takeover, and plenty of people harbor bitter memories
of his cruelty. Especially now that Tatiana’s beloved
baby sister has fallen in with a man who wants to
start a revolution. Zan failed his boss once, and it
won't happen again. So when Dallas O'Kane asks him
to defuse the rebellion brewing in the sector, he’ll do
whatever it takes to get the job done--including
seduce Tatiana. It’s the perfect opportunity to get
closer to the pretty crafter and complete his mission.
But what he discovers is a fiery, passionate
woman--and an affair that could destroy them both.

The Darkest Warrior
Gideon's Riders Book #3.

Chaos Reigning
For years, Jared has existed on the fringes of both
Eden society and Dallas O'Kane's Sector Four gang.
He travels between these worlds, protected by his
money and power--money he earned selling his body,
and power that comes from knowing secrets. He's
untouchable—until he starts a new life gathering
intelligence for the O'Kanes. Lili Fleming walked out of
Sector Five with a gun, the bloodstained clothes on
her back, and an icy determination to survive. She
finds herself in a world where people live hard and
love harder, and nothing's more terrifying than how
much the O'Kanes wake her up, make her
feel—especially Jared. Emotion is a risk he can't
afford, and a complication she doesn't need. But
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neither can resist the lust simmering between them,
and the sparks that could either melt the ice around
both their hearts…or get them killed. Because the
only thing more dangerous than loving an O'Kane is
loving a spy.

Hench
This handbook provides a guide for individualized,
responsive, and meaningful care to patients with
severe mental illness. It begins with an overview of
the foundational aspects of recovery – definitions and
assessment, recovery principles, recovery research,
and applications of recovery principles in in inpatient
psychiatry. Subsequent chapters offer in-depth
analyses of provider competencies, the patient’s role
in personal choices and decision making, and the
deeper healing goals of recovery. The handbook also
offers detailed treatment modalities, including
cognitive remediation, psychological and psychiatric
services, nursing and occupational therapy services,
peer support, and pharmacological treatment.
Featured topics include: Sexuality and sexual health
in the inpatient psychiatric setting. The power of
stigma and the usage of SAMHSA (Substance Abuse
and Mental Health Services Administration) principles
to combat stigma. Legal advocacy. Self-advocacy and
empowerment. Methods to enhance resilience and
sustain recovery in inpatients. Common errors and
solutions during the transformation to recoveryoriented systems. The Handbook of Recovery in
Inpatient Psychiatry is a must-have resource for
researchers, graduate students, clinicians, and
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related professionals/practitioners in psychology,
psychiatry, social work, nursing, rehabilitation
therapy, occupational therapy, physical therapy, and
allied professionals in related mental health and
medical disciplines.

Asking for It
From the author of the New York Timesbestselling
Connections Series comes an exciting and passionate
new romance . . . . You Don't Know when. . . . You
Don't Get to Chooseif. . . When It's Time To Join . . .
you'll know. You might think you want to be a
member - but trust me, this is one club you don't
want to join. It's not a place where people go to live
out their deepest, darkest sexual desires - there are
no handcuffs or blindfolds.The 27 Club admits only
those who die young and tragically. Having just lost
my brother to the club, I know there is no doubt- I'm
next. This is my destiny . . . and I was ready to yield.
But then I met Nate. He awakened a sensuality in me
that had never been explored, never been satisfied. I
knew then that I could no longer accept my destiny.
Nate's presence controls me. I'm overwhelmed by his
touch, his words; my every thought is consumed by
desire. I believe he was brought into my life for a
reason. Nate doesn't believe in destiny. But I do. And
if there's a way to cheat it - I must.

Cognitive Enhancement
Deal with the Devil is Orphan Black meets the postapocalyptic Avengers by USA Today and New York
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Times bestselling author duo Kit Rocha. Nina is an
information broker with a mission—she and her team
of mercenary librarians use their knowledge to save
the hopeless in a crumbling America. Knox is the
bitter, battle-weary captain of the Silver Devils. His
squad of supersoldiers went AWOL to avoid
slaughtering innocents, and now he's fighting to
survive. They’re on a deadly collision course, and the
passion that flares between them only makes it more
dangerous. They could burn down the world,
destroying each other in the process Or they could do
the impossible: team up. This is the first book in a
near-future science fiction series with elements of
romance. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

Addicted To You
“Polaris Rising is space opera at its best, intense and
addictive, a story of honor, courage, betrayal, and
love. Jessie Mihalik is an author to watch.”--Ilona
Andrews, #1 New York Times bestselling author A
space princess on the run and a notorious outlaw
soldier become unlikely allies in this imaginative, sexy
space opera adventure—the first in an exciting
science fiction trilogy. In the far distant future, the
universe is officially ruled by the Royal Consortium,
but the High Councillors, the heads of the three High
Houses, wield the true power. As the fifth of six
children, Ada von Hasenberg has no authority; her
only value to her High House is as a pawn in a
political marriage. When her father arranges for her to
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wed a noble from House Rockhurst, a man she neither
wants nor loves, Ada seizes control of her own
destiny. The spirited princess flees before the
betrothal ceremony and disappears among the stars.
Ada eluded her father’s forces for two years, but now
her luck has run out. To ensure she cannot escape
again, the fiery princess is thrown into a prison cell
with Marcus Loch. Known as the Devil of Fornax Zero,
Loch is rumored to have killed his entire chain of
command during the Fornax Rebellion, and the
Consortium wants his head. When the ship returning
them to Earth is attacked by a battle cruiser from rival
House Rockhurst, Ada realizes that if her jilted fiancé
captures her, she’ll become a political prisoner and a
liability to her House. Her only hope is to strike a deal
with the dangerous fugitive: a fortune if he helps her
escape. But when you make a deal with an irresistibly
attractive Devil, you may lose more than you
bargained for . . .

Beyond Bundle Volume Two
“This book is fast, furious, compelling, and angry as
hell." -- Seanan McGuire, New York Times bestselling
author The Boys meets My Year of Rest and
Relaxation in this smart, imaginative, and evocative
novel of love, betrayal, revenge, and redemption, told
with razor-sharp wit and affection, in which a young
woman discovers the greatest superpower—for good
or ill—is a properly executed spreadsheet. Anna does
boring things for terrible people because even
criminals need office help and she needs a job.
Working for a monster lurking beneath the surface of
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the world isn’t glamorous. But is it really worse than
working for an oil conglomerate or an insurance
company? In this economy? As a temp, she’s just a
cog in the machine. But when she finally gets a
promising assignment, everything goes very wrong,
and an encounter with the so-called “hero” leaves her
badly injured. And, to her horror, compared to the
other bodies strewn about, she’s the lucky one. So, of
course, then she gets laid off. With no money and no
mobility, with only her anger and internet research
acumen, she discovers her suffering at the hands of a
hero is far from unique. When people start listening to
the story that her data tells, she realizes she might
not be as powerless as she thinks. Because the key to
everything is data: knowing how to collate it, how to
manipulate it, and how to weaponize it. By tallying up
the human cost these caped forces of nature wreak
upon the world, she discovers that the line between
good and evil is mostly marketing. And with social
media and viral videos, she can control that
appearance. It’s not too long before she’s employed
once more, this time by one of the worst villains on
earth. As she becomes an increasingly valuable
lieutenant, she might just save the world. A sharp,
witty, modern debut, Hench explores the individual
cost of justice through a fascinating mix of Millennial
office politics, heroism measured through data
science, body horror, and a profound
misunderstanding of quantum mechanics.

Beyond Solitude
Before they were the King and Queen… Six years
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before the Beyond series started, an ambitious
bootlegger named Dallas O’Kane caught a very pretty
thief named Lex with her hand in his safe. The rest is
very sexy history. In Beyond Forever, follow Dallas
and Lex through the turning points in their
relationship, from the night he caught her trying to
rob him, through his rise to successful bootlegger, to
legend, to Sector Leader--with Lex always there,
willing to give him the push he needs. Beyond Forever
is a prequel novella that jumps through time to tell
the story of the biggest moments in the formation of
the O’Kanes and their King and Queen. It will be far
more enjoyable if you’ve already read Beyond
Control, and contains spoilers for the entire Beyond
series.

Marked
She's the heart of O'Kane liquor. For years, Nessa has
been focused on work. She keeps the whiskey-and the
money-flowing, and life is sweet. Sure, she's tired of
being everyone's baby sister, and she longs for a man
who can stand up to her overprotective O'Kane
brothers. But she never thought she'd meet him in
the middle of a war. He's the brains of the revolution.
War is all Ryder knows. He was raised with one goal:
to ensure the sectors' successful rebellion against
Eden. His father and his mentor both died for
freedom, and nothing will stop him from securing
their legacies with victory. He doesn't have time for
distractions-especially beautiful, impulsive ones like
Nessa. Opposites don't just attract, they combust.
Together, Nessa and Ryder have a chance for
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something more than the lives they've always known.
But this is war-deadly, bloody war-and the only way to
happily-ever-after is straight through Eden.

Beyond Innocence
Mia risked everything to walk away from a gilded
cage in Sector Two, but grasping at freedom was only
her first trial. With no protection in the sectors, every
day is a struggle to stay alive. Her best hope now is a
job working for the most dangerous gang in Sector
Four--the O’Kanes. When a motorcycle accident
leaves Derek Ford riding a desk at the O'Kane
compound, the last thing he needs is a sexy new
assistant upending his office and his life. Especially
someone like Mia, who greets his growls and
commands with smiles and a fierce independence.
The friction between them generates an undeniable
heat, and Mia's stubborn refusal to let life beat her
down stirs Ford's darkest protective instincts. He has
the power to take care of her, protect her not only
from discomfort but from threats of her pastbut first
he'd have to claim her. And Mia will never be kept
again.
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